3E REGU LATORY MONITORING

News and expert analysis on the new and emerging
regulations that impact your business
With constantly changing regulations, an array
of regulatory authorities, multiple jurisdictions
worldwide, and an ever expanding variety of news
sources, keeping abreast of regulatory and industry
developments and understanding their impact on
your business is a formidable challenge. How do you
keep up with all of the regulatory announcements
and industry trends affecting your organization’s
products, suppliers and markets? More importantly,
are you able to quickly analyze their implications?
Regulatory Monitoring from 3E can help.

Relevant News and Insightful Analysis

3E’s Regulatory Monitoring solution provides a single
source for regulatory news plus expert analysis,
tailored to the topics that matter to your business and
delivered in the format and frequency that fit your
needs. Regulatory Monitoring cuts through the clutter
of regulatory, industry and commodity news, going
beyond simple content aggregation to provide both
context and insight.

Cut Through the Clutter

You’ll have the tools needed to do more than simply
comply with new and emerging regulations. With
Regulatory Monitoring you’ll be able to develop
and execute a proactive strategy for intelligent
compliance, leveraging relevant content and expert
analysis to make better business decisions, increase
quality and reduce risk across your organization and
supply chain.

Global News Coverage

3E utilizes in house Environmental Health and Safety
(EH&S) expertise and an extensive network of global
contacts to actively monitor new and emerging
regulatory and industry developments for a broad
range of pertinent topics in more than 100 countries.
Regulatory Monitoring gives you access to key
regulatory, commodity and industry news including:
• Chemicals and Materials covering topics such as
Banned and Restricted Substances, GHS, Conflict
Minerals, New Chemical Notifications, REACH,
ROHS and more
• Food and Beverage topics such as Food Additive
and Flavor Regulations, Supplements, Vitamins,
GMOs, Nutritional and Health Claims, Product
Standards for Food Ingredients, Banned and
Restricted Substances, Labeling and more
• Industry and commodity specific news for
Cosmetics, Automotive, Electronics, Paint and
Children’s Products

3E’s regulatory experts review each news item and
compile a summary, detailed description, analysis
and links to source materials to help you quickly
determine the potential impact of new regulatory
developments. The solution monitors both current
and proposed regulatory changes and filters the
news according to your preferences.

WHAT REGULATORY MONITORING CAN
DO FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION
EH&S professionals are required to track hundreds of
continually changing regulations in many jurisdictions
as they apply to thousands of commodities and
substances. There are multiple news feeds available,
but many are either specific to one area or regulation
or are so broad that it is time consuming and difficult
to sort through the information to find what is relevant
to your business. Other feeds provide just news or
legal text without a plain language description or
insight into what the impact may be on businesses.
Rather than simply aggregating content or
delivering more news feeds to wade through,
Regulatory Monitoring offers subscribers a single
online source for relevant news and expert
analysis covering topics from multiple sources and
geographic areas. You can access the searchable
archive of news articles or subscribe to receive
customizable notifications when news is published.
Each article contains a thorough review and analysis
from 3E’s team of regulatory experts.

Personalize Your Subscription and Delivery

Regulatory Monitoring makes it easy to search the
growing archive of news articles. You can browse by
title, publication date, jurisdiction, governing body,
active or prospective status, or topic area. You can
also subscribe to receive email notifications when
new articles are published that meet your customized
criteria, including specific Chemical Abstracts Service
(CAS) number, commodity codes, geographies
or industries, offering instant access to news that
matters to you and your business.

Apply Valuable Insight

3E’s in house team of regulatory experts includes
attorneys, chemists, food scientists and EH&S
professionals with the experience, contacts and
language skills needed to anticipate, track and
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analyze developing requirements around the globe.
The team has established well-defined processes to
monitor, research and maintain global regulatory and
compliance related content.
With the Regulatory Monitoring solution 3E experts
provide real world analysis to make news on
global regulatory developments understandable
and meaningful to subscribers. Each news article
contains 3E’s regulatory expert analysis and insight,
enabling companies to quickly understand the legal
requirements and determine the potential impact of
regulatory changes.

Get Out Ahead of Changes

Regulatory Monitoring enables subscribers to stay
informed of both current and emerging developments.
Having access to insightful analysis of regulatory
changes and trends provides powerful decision
support and facilitates a more proactive approach

to compliance obligations as well as product
development. Subscribers can get out in front of
changes, improving their ability to analyze implications,
engage with their supply chain partners, modify
products or work with industry groups to influence
proposed regulations before they go into force.

Integrate Seamlessly

Regulatory Monitoring can be accessed via 3EiQ™,
a user-friendly portal that allows subscribers to
navigate seamlessly between 3E solutions including
3E Online®, 3ESC® Supply Chain Solutions, Ariel®
WebInsight, ArielLogic, Ariel Integrated Content,
MSDgen® and Authoring on Request.
Regulatory Monitoring can also be integrated
with other 3E solutions, increasing efficiency by
allowing subscribers to quickly assess suppliers,
raw materials, or products that may be impacted by
regulatory and industry developments.

Regulatory Monitoring
provides regulatory news
plus expert analysis,
tailored to the topics that
matter to your business
and delivered in the
format and frequency that
fit your needs.

CHOOSE 3E COMPANY
3E Company, a Verisk Analytics business, is a global provider of data and information services which enable
companies to improve compliance with EH&S regulations and supply chain obligations through the entire
lifecycle of chemicals and products. Whether you are a manufacturer, distributor or corporate user of chemical
products, 3E can tailor a program specific to the compliance information and management needs of your
organization. For more than 25 years we have led the industry in obtaining and managing content, offering
unique insights and solutions that enable customers to reduce cost and risk while improving processes
across the enterprise and throughout the supply chain. Global locations include our corporate headquarters
in Carlsbad, California along with offices in Bethesda, Maryland; Canton, Ohio; Copenhagen, Denmark;
Kingsport, Tennessee; Montreal, Quebec and Tokyo, Japan.

Want to learn more?

Contact 3E at info@3ecompany.com or +1 760.602.8700 / +1 800.360.3220.
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